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List of abreviations and acronyms
ADD

Addition

API

Application Program Interface

APP

Application

CMS

Content Management System

CSS

Cascading Style Sheet

HREF

Hypertext Reference

HTML

Hypertext Markup Language

JS

Java Script

oms

Order Management System

swf

Small Web Format

tag

Code line

tcp/ip

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol

ushcc

United States Hispanic Chamber of Commerce

uspaacc
wbe
WBENC
XML

United States Pan Asian American Chamber of Commerce
Women-Owned Business Enterprises
Women Business Enterprise National Council
Extensible Markup Language

What is a Mobile Version?
This refers to a website with a version exclusively designed for mobile devices
(tablets and smartphones, either ios or android). Its content is completely independent
and you can change it as desired without impacting the desktop version.

What is a Mobile Version within VTEX
In the Vtex platform, you can create a separate environment for the mobile version,
that is, when the user visits the website, the platform automatically identifies which device
is being used and directs him/her to the configured template.

Mobile x Responsive Version
When a website is responsive, it has only one version for all devices (desktop, tablet,
and smartphone) and, with programming support, an adaptation is developed so that its
elements are “rearranged” for each device. Thinking about maintenance, the responsive
version is best indicated, since it is just one website. However, all content displayed on
the desktop version (Images, Scripts, CSS) will also be loaded on the mobile version, thus
impacting the loading speed and user purchase experience.
Observation: The Browser (Opera, Safari, Chrome, etc) variation may affect the layout.

The Benefits of a Mobile Website
It is now essential that all websites offer its visitors a fluid and user-friendly shopping
experience, with well-arranged, non-overlapping and, especially, intuitive elements.
Taking this into account, as well as the current trend for more and more e-consumers using their
mobile devices to research products on the internet, those websites that are prepared for this
demand are ahead of their competitors as far as usability and sales potential are concerned.
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2.1 - UX
Every layout shall be developed based on a user experience involving mobile devices
to browse and search products through shopping websites. We recommend that an instore user behavior analysis be performed before the mobile layout development and
again after the mobile version is released.
The Desktop and Mobile versions shall have a flow where one can easily, quickly, and
intuitively find the desired product.
Any barriers shall be removed - not all information displayed in the Desktop version
shall be displayed in the Mobile one.

2.2 - Deployment
Structuring a mobile website within Vtex is a very simple task: a layout and technical
knowledge about HTML, CSS, and JS are required to run the front-end. A mobile version
deployment project takes an average of 50 to 70 hours, depending on the number of pages
and customizations.
If you do not have technical knowledge, we recommend hiring a front-end professional
or agency to develop the work.
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3.1 - Building and Configuring the Mobile Environment - Templates
Within “CMS HTML Templates,” all website HTML structures are located - all pages
have a template created in that section. For the Mobile version, all templates for all pages
will be created within the same structure.

Image 01 - CMS HTML Template

3.2 - Folder Structure
The folder structure for the mobile version shall be identical to the one for the Desktop version, that is, all folders and subfolders shall have the same name in the mobile
version. HTML must be written within the template and all variable elements, known as
“Controls”—represented by “vtex:cmc <vtex:cmc:ControlName/>”—can be added according to the page type (home, category, product).
In this section, you can link the template to the layout inside the folder. For example,
the Black Friday layout will use the “Fnac-Mobile-Category” template and the URL will be
www.fnac.com.br/black-friday, since the folder is called “black-friday.” When the user visits this page through a mobile device and this version (Mobile) is enabled, he/she will see
the configured template.
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Imagem 02 - Name and folder structure

3.3 - Template Types
Every HTML structure of a page is called a “Template” and, in Vtex, we use this template for one or more pages. Off-the-shelf templates are also available and they can be
applied to create a HTML display structure for a product.

3.4 - Good Naming Practices
CMS orders the template names alphabetically. For organizational purposes, we recommend adding text before every mobile template. For example: mobile-home, mobilecategory, and mobile-product. This way, all templates will be grouped together.
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4.1 - Building the First HTML Template
To build a new template within “CMS > HTML Templates”, click “New template”, enter the
template name and HTML, and finally click “Save Template”.

Image 03 - Template

4.2 - Good HTML Structuring Practices
We recommend writing a clean and indented code, respecting the HTML element hierarchy. The Platform has a validation system that prevents saving if any element is missing.

4.3 - Building Sub-templates
Sub-templates are templates that can be added within another template. This is similar
to the “include” command in other languages. In this section, we build the block HTML to be
used in various templates, such as: Header, Footer, Newsletter, etc. To reference a sub-template within a template, simply add “<vtex:template id=”subtemplate-name” />” where necessary.
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Image 04 - Sub-template

4.4 - Referencing CSS and JS
Create 2 sub-templates to add the CSS’s and JS’s that must be referenced on all pages.
For example: we create a script sub-template that will be referenced in the Footer and another in the Header, to be referenced at the top of the page.

Image 05 - CSS e JS Reference
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4.5 - Configuration
To configure a desktop website, click its world icon:

Image 06 - Website configuration

In the side tab, configure the Mobile website by choosing the option you previously
created and confirm the operation by clicking the Save button at the top right of the screen.
In the mobile version dictionary, it is not necessary to create a WebsiteAddress key,
since the mobile website will have the same URL as the standard store website.
Once all procedures have been performed, upon accessing the store via the mobile
phone, the system will add the uam and mobile parameters to the URL, thus indicating that
the browser is accessing the store version for mobile devices.
If you also require a Tablet environment, simply repeat the above steps.
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4.6 - Liking a Template to a Page
After creating the whole template HTML and the sub-templates, link the template to
the folder layout.

Image 07 - Template link to layout

4.7 - Using Controls
Control Types
For using a control, you must (?) a tag <vtex:cmc:{control-id}/>. Several types of pre-structured controls are available with off-the-shelf blocks presenting dynamic content.

Function of Controls
The controls are used to make it easier to build a store, i.e., you can set the necessary
control, put it in HTML, and it will bring an entire, ready-to-use block for searching, breadcrumbs, filters, product names, prices, etc.
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4.8 - Storefronts
Function of Shelf
Storefronts are used to display products on several pages. They can also be used for
recommendations on the product page and empty searches.
First, before setting up a storefront, you must create a collection of products to be
displayed on it. It is also required that the pages are structured and their appropriate controls inserted in their templates.

Building a Shelf
A shelf template is built in CMS. From that page, browse to “Shelves Templates” and
then click “new template”.

Image 08 - Select Shelves Templates

Image 09 - New template

On the next screen, name the shelf and customize the main class, if necessary.

Image 10 - Naming Shelf and Class
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In the “Template Code” text field (above), you will create the HTML for your shelf.
All tags are valid and within this field you will have access to an object called $product. In this object, you will have most of the product properties, the most common being:
$product.Id: Showing the product ID.
$product.EscapedName: Showing the product name.
$product.DescriptionShort: Showing a brief product description.
$product.Uri: Showing the product link.
$product.GetImageTag (number corresponding to the image): It shows the image
and the image type desired, following the list of image sizes according to the Store layout.

4.9 - Standard Templates for Building a “Shelf Association”
To link a shelf to a page template, first you need to create a “Control”, as shown in the
following example:

Image 11 - Controlling code
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With the control inserted in your page, browse to “Sites and Channels” within CMS
and select the page that is using the configured template:

Image 12 - Home

In the right-hand window, click the “Settings” tab and then click “add object” in your
control:

Image 13 - Add object
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In the new window that will open, select the “Collection” option and then click the “Add”
button. Name your control:

Image 14 - Add collection

Right after adding it, save the content by clicking “Save Settings”:

Image 15 - Save settings

After the control is saved, you will need to add its contents. To do this, click the pencil
icon, as highlighted in the image below:

Image 16 - Edit
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In the new window, you will have to set the following items:

Image 17 - Edit properties

Click “Add Content” to open a window in which you will be able to change other settings,
as shown in the image:

Image 18 - Content add
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After the settings, check the “Active Content” and “Add to the Content List” options,
later saving all settings.

4.10 - Using a Placeholder
Banner Upload
To create placeholders for banners, use a “<vtex:contentPlaceHolder id=”{Banner
Name}” tag, as shown in the following examples:

Image 19 - Banner
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After creating the placeholders, when a template is selected for a page, it will appear
in “Settings”, where you can add the images.

Image 20 - Settings

These banners may have conditions allowing you to enter them only in certain category type, collection, or product id.
Click “add object” and select the Banner option, click “add”, then click Save settings
at the page top.

Image 21 - Add banner
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Click the created banner “pencil” and click again on the popup that will show, completing all information. Please remember to check “active content”.

Image 22 - Active content
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4.11 - Configuring the Storefront
For storefront, we also use placeHolders but, in this case, we must use the “Collection” control.

Image 23 - Collection

4.12 - Building CSS
Please build a “.css” extension file, stylize your page, and upload it to the platform
through CMS, by following this directory path CMS > Files Manager > .css. In the new window, click “Add” and browse your file to upload.
To reference it in your template, simply include the <link> tag with the file href:
“/files/{file-name}.css”.
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Good CSS Practices
Good practices for writing CSS include:
Always structure a hierarchy of up to 3 levels (to retain good browser performance,
since it reads the rules from right to left);
Group as many common rules as possible;
Have a reset option for default browser styles.

VTEX Native Libraries
By default, Vtex has a jQuery external library in version 1.8.3 for use on any page.
Among Vtex proprietary libraries, we would like to highlight the use of Vtex.js for handling
Product Catalog and Checkout flow APIs.

4.13 - Building JS
Please build a “.js” extension file, write your code with your business rules, and upload it to
the platform through CMS, by following this directory path CMS > Files Manager > .js.
In the new window, click “Add” and browse your file to upload.
To reference it in your template, simply include the “<script>” tag with src: “/files/{filename}.js”.

Good JS Practices
One of the main good practices in Javascript is to always encapsulate your code so
that no conflicts with external libraries or even with your own code occur.
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4.14 - Using API
Vtex provides a number of open code APIs for shopkeepers and partners to customize integrations and for developers to create customizations that would not be possible
with only native platform controls.
Among the APIs, we would like to highlight the Catalog, which allows queries on
products, collections, categories, brands, etc.; Checkout; Master data, which allows you
to create almost any kind of application with your endpoints; and Search, that allows customized searches based on text or product IDs.

4.15 - VTEX Checkout
Header and Footer Editing
Following the purchase flow from the cart page (/cart/show), it is not possible to edit central content HTML nor the structure for reasons of security and SmartCheckout operation
guarantee.
Vtex has some blocks in this section that may be edited through CMS > Portal. To do this,
simply click the gear icon highlighted in the following image:

Image 24 - CMS portal
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Then, to edit HTML, just click the “Templates” area in the template you want to change:

Image 25 - Template 02

Editing CSS and JS
In the same area where you can change the checkout HTML you can find the checkout CSS and JS files:

Image 26 - CSS and JS checkout
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4.16 - File Upload
File Types
The file types currently supported by the platform are: Styles (.css), Scripts (.js), Flash
(.swf), XML (.xml), and images (JPG/JPEG, PNG, and GIF formats). These files cannot be
larger than 5MB.

Uploading
Any of these files is uploaded at the platform CMS, located in the CMS directory: File
Manager > (file type):

Image 27 - File manager
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Configuring Desktop, Tablet, and Mobile Environments
Within the Portal Manager, navigate the sidebar in CMS > Sites and channels. In this
directory, click new website.

Image 28 - New website

In the new side tab opened, name the website in Website name and indicate the parent
website in Parent website. After this, click the Save button at the top right of the screen.

Image 29 - Website name
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Test and Validation
Vtex has a cache for content refresh and this may slow down development if you
wait until all content is reflected in the store.

Request

Request Type

Duration

Page/Document

Text/HTML

no longer than 30 minutes

Image (jpeg, gif, png, ico)

Image/”

no longer than 1 hour

Javascript

Text/Javascript

no longer than 1 hour

CSS

Text/CSS

no longer than 1 hour

Table 01 - Request

Thus, the best way to work with the Vtex platform is by using reverse proxy for the
CSS and JS files. This way, you will test the store without uploading the files.
Several tools may help and we recommend Telerik’s Fiddler and, in Mac, Charles
Web Proxy.
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